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Abstract

New Challenges is full of lively and challenging activities that your students will enjoy participating in. Students find that rising to meet a challenge can be fun and satisfying and helps build their confidence. Wealth of resources to engage and motivate. New Challenges gives students plenty of practice to develop their language skills. Check student progress and see who needs extra help or extra challenges with a testing and self-assessment programme. What’s new in New Challenges? New content and contemporary visuals - make learning English more relevant for students, keeping them engaged. Books. Music. TV & radio. A youngster takes to the waves with one of the Wave Project’s instructors. Photograph: Wave Project. Its newest project opens this month in Southwark, London. It is an unlikely setting for a surf school, but the charity has secured a bus-cum-mobile-classroom that will ferry children to and from the Sussex coast. Alex Bird, who has autism, got a confidence boost from surf therapy. Photograph: Wave Project. "Some of these kids have never left south London," says Joe Taylor, the charity’s founder. The sessions are aimed at children with varying forms of mental health difficulties and autism, and coaching is one-to-one – with each child having their own mentor or "buddy". New Challenges. By Michael Harris, Amanda Harris, David Mower, Anna Sikorzynska and Lindsay White. Rise to the Challenge. New Challenges is perfect if you like to challenge your students. Build your students’ confidence with the clear approach to grammar and vocabulary, and with exercises to develop their spoken and written language. New Challenges is a complete course that uses cross cultural topics to bring the real world into the classroom, making it relevant for your students and encouraging them to think about the world around them. Downloadable Sample Units. Children: The Challenge: has been added to your Cart. Add gift options. Buy used Bring your club to Amazon Book Clubs, start a new book club and invite your friends to join, or find a club that’s right for you for free. Explore Amazon Book Clubs. Flip to back Flip to front. Replace talk with action. The freedom to wave one’s hand stops a few inches from where another’s nose begins. Those are some of the lessons I had learned in the 70s when rearing my children to be civilized, considerate and compassionate. The world came to their doors, breaking the boundaries which my protective arms wanted to hold fast.